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Abstract 

This research has investigated the possibility to combine multi-master database replication technolo-

gies together with a LEMP-stack on tiny servers to increase the availability of e-Learning services in 

remote areas in Tanzania. The aim was to evaluate the combination of Symmetric DS for multi mas-

ter database replication and conflict detection and resolution with the e-learning system Moodle. 

This was done by conducting a literature study of relevant technologies followed by implementation 

and configuration at the location. The conclusion was that the technologies, software and hardware 

chosen for the project were configurable in theory but not viable to implement and maintain in prac-

tice. 

Keywords: Database replication, eLearning, Collision detection and resolution, Moodle, Open Uni-

versity of Tanzania 
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Sammanfattning 

Detta examensarbete har undersökt möjligheterna att kombinera multi-master databasreplikerings-

tekniker tillsammans med en LEMP-stack på små servrar för att öka tillgängligheten av e-Learning 

tjänster i avlägsna områden i Tanzania. Målet var att utvärdera kombinationen av Symmetric DS för 

databas synkronisering och kollitionsdetektering och resolution med e-Learning systemet Moodle. 

Detta gjordes genom att en litteraturstudie genomfördes och uppföjdes av implementation och 

konfiguration på plats i Tanzania. Slutsatsen var att de för projektet utvalda teknologierna, 

mjukvaran och hårdvaran var konfigurerbar i teorin men ohållbart kostsam att implementera i 

praktiken. 

Nyckelord: Databasreplikering, eLearning, Kollisionsdetektering och lösning, Moodle, Open 

University of Tanzania  
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1 Introduction 

This chapter gives the reader a short introduction to the thesis, the problem at hand and the over-

arching goal of the thesis. The research question is stated followed by the methodology used to find 

an answer to it. Furthermore the expected contribution and reflections of the ethics and sustainable 

development is included followed by an outline of the report. 

1.1 Background 

Moodle is an open source highly flexible learning platform developed since 2002. The primary pur-

pose of the learning platform is to help educators to create on-line courses with focus on interaction 

and collaborative construction of content. Moodle is currently in use at Open University of Tanzania. 

Open University of Tanzania (OUT) is a distance and open learning institution, operating through a 

network of 30 Regional Centers spread out through the United Republic of Tanzania. OUT is one of 

the largest higher learning institutions in Tanzania. 

1.2 Problem identification 

The Moodle portal is deployed at servers located in Dar es Salaam and the main problems when it 

comes to using Moodle as an e-Learning platform for OUT are the power outages, the limited budget 

as well as the poor network quality (Guo, 2014). These main problems lead to frequent network fail-

ures with long downtimes which limit the access to the Moodle portal for students and staff at the 

Regional Centers. In order to prevent educational activities to be halted during these downtimes the 

material must be accessible at the Regional Centers at all times. Physical deliveries on CDs are prob-

lematic since several Centers are more than 12 hours with bus away from Dar es Salaam. Therefore 

the learning material must rather be synchronized when the link is up and stored locally to be acces-

sible when the link is down. Due to the budget restraints it needs to be stored locally on affordable 

hardware.  

The synchronization cannot be the simple one-way master-slave synchronization since the activities 

on Moodle are two-way and includes forums, comments on assignments etc. Furthermore students 

and staff might post in the same forum when the link is down which will lead to collisions in the da-

tabase when the link goes up again. Therefore the main challenge when it comes to the synchroniza-

tion is that it needs to be synchronized two-way and be able handle collisions in the database intelli-

gently. The hypothesis of this thesis is that storing the database locally at the Regional Centers and 

synchronizing it can be done by multi-master database replication with open source software on 

affordable hardware. 
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1.3 Goal and purpose 

The overarching goal of the project was to evaluate the possibility to use multi-master database rep-

lication to increase the accessibility of the learning material at the Regional Centers of Open Universi-

ty of Tanzania. 

The purpose of this thesis was to reach the overarching goal by finalizing the e-Learning Moodle sys-

tem build on the affordable hardware and field test it at one of the Regional Centers at OUT, thus 

evaluating the possibility to provide access to Moodle resources even when the link is down. 

1.4 Research question 

Is multi-master database replication used and deployed on affordable hardware configurable and 

viable to handle the synchronization of databases under the Moodle e-Learning platform in rural 

areas with under developed broadband connection? 

1.5 Methodology 

The method chosen to find an answer to the research question was to perform a literature study of 

relevant collision detection and resolution technologies as well as building the system and perform-

ing a field test in Tanzania. Preferably the test will be divided into two parts, first testing in Dar es 

Salaam and later tested in one of the Regional Centers. These two field tests will be subsequent to 

the preparation of the system build at KTH. A literature study needs to be conducted with the goal to 

increase the understanding of key concepts and depth of knowledge within the field. This knowledge 

will be required when finalizing the configuration of the system at KTH, when the field testing is to be 

done, and when the results are to be evaluated and the conclusions are to be drawn. The order of 

the parts is as follows: 1. Literature study, 2. Prepare the configuration at KTH in Sweden and 3. Field 

test the configuration at OUT in Tanzania 

1.6 Expected contribution 

The expected contribution of the thesis is divided into two parts, the practical and the theoretical. 

The practical contribution of the project will be two up and running Moodle servers, one in Dar es 

Salaam and one in Musoma, with at least one on-line course from OUT included. This will be of great 

benefit for the remotely located students of OUT allowing them to access course material despite 

low bandwidth and even when the ISP link is down. The theoretical contribution of the project will 

consist of the evaluation of the viability of the combination of software and hardware chosen for the 

project. Multi-master database replication will be evaluated, specifically with Symmetric DS, and the 

structure proposed and its viability in similar situations. This knowledge will be of benefit when plan-
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ning similar projects for other universities, internal government data services and e-Health-care ser-

vices in the area or areas of similar circumstances. 

1.7 Ethics and sustainable development 

Looking into the social aspects of this project the benefits are clear. The social development in Dar es 

Salaam is not matched by the smaller towns in the country. This can be explained by many factors 

where the level of education is one of them. The level of education of the citizen is much lower on 

the countryside, a problem OUT intends to tend to by developing the Regional Centers. Higher level 

of education can be connected with many positive social aspects and therefore any improvement in 

the Regional Centers can be seen as socially beneficiary. 

The main purpose of this project is ethically sound since it aims to improve the access to educational 

material for people interested and in need of this material. In the process of doing this there are no 

apparent stakeholders that will be affected in any negative way. Collaborating across the world, shar-

ing and developing technical knowledge with the potential to increase the level of education and 

thereby also living standard are to be considered a morally sound undertaking. 

Technically advancing under-developed rural areas is an undertaking with the potential to improve 

the economic development in the area. Increasing the educational level of a population also has the 

same potential. This means long term economic development is to be considered a possible benefi-

ciary outcome of this project. 

It is not uncommon that environmental aspects are forgotten when economic growth is prioritized. 

This environmental aspects of this project are, on the contrary, only positive. The solution proposed 

has the potential to limit the travels to deliver physical copies of the learning material thus reducing 

CO2-emissions slightly. There are no apparent ecologically or environmentally negative side-effects 

from this project. It is therefore to be considered to fulfill the criteria of sustainable development. 

1.8 Outline of the thesis 

In the following chapter the Background of the thesis is covered. This includes information about the 

problem, various technologies used throughout the thesis and a detailed description of the hardware 

used in the project. Following the Background is the Design and Implementation chapter with de-

scriptions of the design and the implementation both preparatory and on site. Next up is the Analysis 

section which contains a detailed analysis of the project. The thesis is concluded in the Conclusion 

chapter and Future work is suggested thereafter. Lastly a bibliography is presented for the interested 

reader and Appendix A containing the Moodle database tables and Appendix B containing all the 

configuration commands used throughout the project.  
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2 Background 

This chapter presents the literature study including related work within the field. The state of the art 

knowledge is mapped and the knowledge gap intended to be filled by this report identified. Further-

more information about the Open University of Tanzania and its current network conditions and con-

tent distributions routines are presented. Lastly an introduction to the technologies, the software, the 

standards, the hardware and some general background information about the project is also includ-

ed.  

2.1 Synchronization technologies 

There are many ways to cope with low bandwidth and unreliable connections when it comes to web 

services. Content delivery networks, simple web caching, page generation on edge server and multi-

master database synchronization are some of the most commonly used solutions. Different solutions 

are required depending on the type of service or application at hand. Since it is impossible to achieve 

high availability, consistency and partition tolerance at the same time (1) priorities has to be made. In 

this case eventual convergence is critical while temporarily low consistency can be accepted. 

An in-depth analysis of available technologies and their suitability for this specific scenario has been 

conducted during a previous project (2). Following is a short summary of each technology including 

advantages and disadvantages for this scenario resulting in the choice of technology. 

2.1.1 Content delivery network. 

Content Delivery Network is a concept where web contents are mirrored on a collaborative set of 

surrogate servers spanning the network (3). Content delivery network can take advantage of cache-

ability hits when dealing with dynamic content (4) and advantages include a decrease in user per-

ceived latency.  

2.1.2 Web cache proxy 

The web cache proxy solution involves simply caching the most popular content locally by deploying 

a client side web cache on the local network. This web cache sends requests to the web servers on 

behalf of the users and then cache web objects for later use. This solution can reduce loads on origi-

nal servers, user-perceived latency and bandwidth usage (5). 

The major disadvantage in our case, regarding both Content Delivery Networks and Web cache 

proxy, is that Moodle pages are generated on the fly based on user information which means the 

web cache can only serve previously requested pages during network failures. Furthermore user 

login is required by Moodle which means user-server interactions are always necessary. 
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2.1.3 Page generation on Edge Server 

In this solution the edge server attempts to handle the user request with local information. The tech-

nology can be divided into four strategies: Edge Computing, Content-Aware Caching, Content-Blind 

Caching and Data Replication (6). The Edge Computing strategy can be discarded due to its heavy 

reliance on the central database. Content-Blind and Content-Aware Caching stores a partial database 

on the edge and is therefore undesirable and discarded in favor of Data Replication which stores a 

complete copy of the database. Storing a copy of the database leads to difficulties maintaining con-

sistency between the copy and the central database where a synchronization technology must be 

applied. 

2.1.4 Multi-Master database synchronization 

Database synchronization can be divided between techniques relying on Master-slave and Multi-

master. Master-slave database replication can be used to make a read-only snapshot of a master 

database (7). In this case a more sophisticated solution is required since both read and write proper-

ties are required at all databases. Multi-master database synchronization fulfills this property (8) and 

has the advantage of allowing the databases to be located in different physical locations and allowing 

other masters to continue to work even if one or several masters fail. Disadvantages include lose 

consistency and complex conflict resolution when the number of nodes increases. Since availability 

and partitioned network was prioritized higher than consistency multi-master database synchroniza-

tion was proposed for this project by (2).   

2.2 Convergence of replicated data and Concurrency Control 

Using multi-master database technologies as synchronization solution calls for the ability to properly 

merge replicated data. Undesirable results can be produced when transactions execute concurrently 

which are avoided by the activity of Concurrency Control (9). The features of the eLearning system 

proposed has several similarities with Collaborative Editing Systems (CES), an example of this is that 

users can interact by manipulating shared objects, in our case forum threads. The main feature mak-

ing it applicable to this situation is that each user of a CES has its local copy of the shared object and 

can access and update its local copy, these update operations are then propagated to other users 

(10). This is the same setting as the databases in our system. Therefore approaches proposed in the 

literature of CESs to deal with convergence of replicated data are investigated in order to find an 

approach transferrable to this particular situation. Approaches examined are Multi-Version, Serializa-

tion-Resolution of Conflicts, Commutative Replicated Data Type and Operational Transformation.  

In a Multi-Version database system the write operations on a data item produces a new version 

(copy) of that data item. (9)  The approach is based on a “Copy-Modify-Merge” paradigm (10) where 
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update operations are not automatically propagated to the other users, but rather needs to be ex-

plicitly called to merge by the user. Since automatically propagated updates are required Multi-

Version is not to be considered suitable for this situation. 

In the Serialization-Resolution of Conflicts approach on the other hand, the update operations are 

propagated automatically (9). A central server keeps track of the final execution order and nodes 

might have to undo and execute operations again when they receive the final order from the central 

server. However, serialization-based concurrency control cannot achieve intentions of concurrent 

operations, without changing the operations original forms, by serializing concurrent operations in 

any order (11). The re-execution of operations might disturb the users, for example when the first 

comment to a post is moved to the second place when the link goes up. Therefore Serialization-

Resolution of Conflicts is not to be considered suitable in this situation. 

The Commutative Replicated Data Type is an approach where all concurrent operations commute 

(12). In order for this to be possible commutative operations for the data type must be designed. In a 

CES a unique identifier can be associated with the position of each symbol of a shared document 

(10). This approach is claimed not only to always converge (13) but also ensure convergence fast 

when used with a suitable design (12). Commutative Replicated Data Type algorithms including the 

decentralized p2p focused WOOT algorithm (14), the highly scalable Logoot algorithm (15), Treedoc 

(12) and the performance-wise unmatched RGA (16), are expected to be substitutes of replication 

mechanisms particularly in collaborative editing systems (17). Downsides include higher storage re-

quirements and more restrictive operation types. Furthermore the ensuring of unicity of position 

identifiers may induce time and space overheads (10). 

In the Operational Transformation approach to concurrency control the operations are not necessari-

ly commutative. Instead the operations are transformed before execution which indirectly leads to 

commutativity (10). The transformation is made with regards to concurrent operations already exe-

cuted at the site. Regarding the performance of Operational Transformation algorithms most can 

provide satisfactory performance for supporting real time group editing tasks (18) which is more than 

enough to make it suitable for this project. The disadvantage of OT in comparison to CRDT is that OT 

does not scale well in highly dynamic peer-to-peer environments (19). Since that is not the case of 

this project OT is to be considered the most suitable technology for this case. 

2.3 Operational Transformation  

Operational Transformation is a technology and theoretical framework developed to support concur-

rency control in collaborative software systems. It was originally developed in a paper called “Con-
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currency Control in Groupware systems” by (20). The technology emerged from the need to support 

two or more users engaged in a common task and to provide an interface to a shared environment. 

One typical example of this is a group text editor where multiple users work simultaneously in the 

same document. The term “Groupware systems” is defined as “computer based systems that support 

two or more users engaged in a common task, and that provide an interface to a shared environ-

ment” by (20). Another example of this shared environment can be an eLearning portal where users 

post in a forum. The basic idea of Operational Transformation is to transform the parameters of an 

operation in accordance with previously executed concurrent operations in order to achieve the cor-

rect effect of the operation and thereby maintain consistency (21). 

Operational transformation has recently been extended with an OT technique resolving the orthogo-

nal conflict problem, which may occur when inserting/deleting objects in different dimensions of a 

two dimensional workspace such as spreadsheets (22). Furthermore it has even been extended to 

work within 3D design systems and implemented in for example CoMaya (23).  

Different techniques can be used to extend OT to other complex situations. One solution can be to 

use an adaptation technique bridging the data and operational modeling gap between the API and 

the underlying OT (21). Word Documents, for example, might not always psychologically map well 

into a linear sequence of objects/characters since graphical objects can be freely moved around and 

might appear anywhere in the documents two dimensional space. This however is just an appear-

ance and the obstacle for applying OT is a misconception. Instead all data objects can be accessed by 

their positional references in a linear address space from an adapter Word API (21), meeting the data 

modeling requirement of OT. These developments indicate that OT can be used in more cases than 

just a collaborative text document.  

2.4 Combining technologies 

The technology of asynchronous multi-master database replication is widely used today and even a 

built in feature of several relational database management systems for example Microsoft SQL. Fur-

thermore Operational Transformation is also widely used within text like Google docs, and recently 

graphical collaborative editors like CoMaya. Following the indications that OT can be extended to 

new applications and combining it with asynchronous multi-master database replication leads us to 

the theoretical knowledge-gap intended to be filled by this work. Whether or not OT in theory can be 

extended and used in combination with multi-master database replication in order to support an 

eLearning system. 
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2.5 Theory behind Operational Transformation  

2.5.1 The Model 

In order to explain the complex concept of operational transformation the group text editor example 

(20) will be used to show the basic logic of the model in the following section.  

A groupware system G consisting of sites S and parameterized operations O is modeled on the form 

G =<S, O>. In this model sites are participant systems, for example workstations, one for each user.  

Two property definitions are included in the OT theory (24): 

The Precedence Property states that if one operation, o, precedes another, p, then at each site the 

execution of o happens before the execution of p. 

The Convergence Property states that sites objects are identical at all sites at quiescent  

Both of these properties need to be fulfilled in order for the groupware system to be correct. Keep-

ing both of these properties are not easy and to exemplify this, we define two operations {O(1), 

O(2)}. 

O(1) = delete[P1] = delete character at position P1 

O(2) = insert [X, P2] = insert character X at position P2 

Using the two operators O(1) and O(2) where P1=0 and P2=1 on a text string S = [ABC] two possible 

scenarios are the non-overlapping and the overlapping scenario. 

In the non-overlapping scenario O(1) is executed and sent from a Site and then executed on all oth-

ers before O(2) is sent from another Site, thus both properties are fulfilled and all Sites show the new 

text string BX at quiescent. In the overlapping scenario however, there is a risk of lacking the prece-

dence property which in turn may destroy the convergence property as well. This happens in our 

example due to the fact that O(2) is sent before O(1) is executed at all Sites, ultimately resulting in 

different site objects at quiescent. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Non-overlapping Scenario Figure 2 Overlapping Scenario 
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The solution to this problem is to execute transformed operations calculated so that when applied 

have the same effect as they would have had in a non-overlapping scenario. 

2.5.2 The Basic Idea 

The main features of the operational transfor-

mation algorithm, apart from fulfilling the two 

properties, are that operations are performed 

immediately on the local Site and no locks are 

necessary (20). This means that responsiveness 

will be good and data will be accessible to group 

members. 

The basic idea of the algorithm is as follows. Site 

1 starts by executing operation O1 and generates 

a priority (order number) for it, p1. This opera-

tion and information regarding it, including its 

priority is then sent to all other Sites. When Site 

2 receives the operation the auxiliary information 

is checked and actions are taken based on the 

information in accordance with Figure 6. 

2.5.3 Integration algorithms 

OT can be divided into two components transformation and integration. The integration component 

handles the receiving, broadcasting and executing of operations (25) and contains a function called 

the Inclusive Transformation function (10). Several IT functions exist to fill this role. The most known 

are Ellis algorithm (20) pioneering OT, Ressel’s algorithm used to build prototype group editor for 

text (26), Sun’s Algorithm (27) adding intention preservation, Suleiman’s algorithm (28) introducing 

forward and backward transposition to obtain equivalence. In this example we will be using Ellis algo-

rithm for simplicity.  

2.5.4 The Transformation Matrix 

In the following section we will go into detail and look into the fundamental constructs of operational 

transformation and its algorithm. 

In detail the algorithm is based on a construct called Transformation Matrix which is the key to re-

solving conflicting operations (20). Continuing with the same groupware system G = <S,O> we add a 

corresponding transformation matrix T with the size of M x M where M is the number of elements in 

Figure 3 Operational Transformation the Basic Idea 
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the set of parameterized operators O. Each of the components of T is a function which transforms 

operations. 

A necessary but not sufficient condition of T is presented by (20) as follows: 

Starting with two operations oi and oj, and the corresponding priorities pi and pj. These are instanc-

es of operators Ou and Ov and 

o'j = Tuv(oj, oi, pj, pi) 

o'i = Tvu(oi, oj, pi, pj) 

then T is such that the following is satisfied: 

o'j * oi = o'i *oj 

Table 1 Conditions of Transformation Function T 

Most OT solutions use vector time-stamps to determine the concurrent relation between operations 

(29). The next construct needed is a State Vector with N components. We define N as the number of 

sites and identify sites by their numbers 1 … N. The i'th component represents the number of opera-

tions from site I that has been executed by j. The size of the metadata used for OT is known to grow 

at least linearly with the number of active sites (30). This indicates that the number of nodes will at 

some point be limited by the increase of overhead. Given two state vectors the following conditions 

possible (20): 

Si = sj If all components are equal 

Si < sj If each component in si is less or equal to corresponding component in sj. In addi-

tion at least one component of si is less than the corresponding component of sj. 

Si > sj If at least component of si is greater than corresponding component of sj 

Table 2 Conditions for State Vectors 
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Furthermore Requests are defined as tuples on form <i, s, o, p>. The 

state vector of the request is used to enforce the precedence property. 

Site S2 will check the state vector upon the arrival of the request and 

detect situations shown in the following figure. Upon detection the 

request r2 is kept in the sites Request Queue. 

The Request Queue can also receive Requests not only from other site processes but also from the 

site user. When the site process determines that a request can be executed it is removed from the 

request queue and put into the Request Log. While entries in the request queue is not required to be 

removed in any specific order the entries in the request log is ordered by insertion. 

2.5.5 The Algorithm 

The algorithm contains three different sections and one main part. The first section, the initialization 

section, sets the request queue and the log queue to empty and initializes the state vector (20). 

Qi = empty 

Li = empty 

si = (0, 0, …, 0) 

The second section forms a request upon receiving a local operation from the sites user. This request 

is then broad-casted to the other sites. The third section receives requests from other sites and adds 

them to the request queue. 

The main part of the algorithm handles the operation exe-

cution. This is done by checking the request queue for re-

quests, rj = <j, sj, oj, pj>. If a request is found it is to be de-

termined whether it is eligible to be executed or not. To 

determine this, the sj is compared to the si of the sites 

state vector. This comparison will result in one of the cases 

shown in the revisited figure from a previous section. Here 

we can see that if sj>si the algorithm will end up in alterna-

tive 1. If however sj=si the algorithm will end up in alterna-

tive 2. Lastly if sj<si the algorithm will end up in alternative 

3. 

When an operation is executed, which will happen in case of alternative two and three, it is applied 

to the site object, logged and the state vector is incremented accordingly. The size of the log which 

Figure 4 Error detectable 

by Site S2 

Figure 5 revisited Operational Transfor-

mation the Basic Idea 
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needs to be scanned will continuously grow and to handle the size Ellis and Gibbs suggests regular 

quiescence of the system. 

2.6 LEMP stack 

The LEMP stack is an abbreviation for Linux, Nginx, MySQL and PHP. These are some of the most 

common software used for setting up a simple server and they are used to power many popular web 

applications. One key feature of the LEMP stack is that it is completely open source. Linux is an oper-

ating system, Nginx is a web server, and MySQL is a database server and PHP a programming lan-

guage. 

Linux is an operating system which comes in many “flavors” and the relevant version in this case is 

Raspbian. Based on the Debian version of Linux, Raspbian is optimized* for the RPI hardware and is 

free of charge. Optimized meaning the usage of hardware-floats rather than the standard Debian 

software emulated floating points, furthermore the specific instructions set of the ARMv6 CPU in the 

RPI is utilized in Raspbian. The operating system Raspbian is available for download from the official 

Raspberry Pi Foundation website. 

Nginx is a web server, reverse proxy with high concurrency capabilities in combination with low 

memory usage (31). It is deployable to serve dynamic HTTP content using the FastCGI handler for 

scripts. In order to provide predictable performance under heavy loads Nginx uses an asynchronous 

event-driven approach to handling requests. 

MySQL is a relational database management system, and a popular choice for use in web applica-

tions. There is an open-source edition that ships with command line interface. PhpMyAdmin is a 

popular open source web-interface written in PHP usable to handle the administration of MySQL 

through a web-browser. 

PHP is a server side scripting language designed for web development. The name is a recursive acro-

nym and stands for “PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor”. The PHP code is processed by a PHP interpreter, 

which is free software released under the PHP license. The interpreter can be implemented as a 

server’s native module or a CGI executable. CGI (Common Gateway Interface) is a method used to 

generate dynamic content on the web by providing an interface between the web-server and the 

programs that generate the web content. 

2.7 Open University of Tanzania 

The Open University of Tanzania (OUT) is a distance learning public university in Tanzania. The uni-

versity was established by an Act of Parliament in the year of 1992. The OUT headquarters are locat-
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ed in Dar es Salaam and the university operates through 30 regional centers spread out in Tanzania 

but also in Kenya, Rwanda, Namibia, and Uganda (32). One of the regional centers is located in 

Musoma in northern Tanzania. The total cumulative enrollments to the university were 44 099 stu-

dents as of 2008 (33). The e-Learning platform used by the university is the Moodle platform. 

2.8 Network at OUT 

Since OUT is a distance learning university the 

servers and networks are of great importance for 

the everyday teaching. The center of operations is 

the Networking Department at the headquarters in 

Dar es Salaam. This is where the main servers host-

ing the current production environment with Moo-

dle and all the course materials are located.  

 

2.9 Network quality and reliability 

Power outages are common in Tanzania, mainly and most frequently in rural areas but also in cities 

like Dar es Salaam. Therefore the usage of an UPS for critical devices is required (2) and the optimiza-

tion of power consumption is important. Network devices without UPS are a common cause of net-

work downtime as well as longer power outages than the UPSs can handle. The national wide ISP is 

observed to be somewhat unreliable (2) and network failures stretch from minutes to several days. 

These downtimes are a serious matter affecting perceived ease of use and attitude toward Moodle, 

two factors directly influencing the usage of Moodle (34). Furthermore the bandwidth is in many 

cases extremely limited reducing the possibility to send multimedia files over the network.  

2.10 Moodle at OUT 

Since OUT is a distance learning university the Moodle platform is of great importance for the stu-

dents and the professors. This is where all the course material is located, students are registered to 

courses and exams are taken. At the headquarters in Dar es Salaam there is an eLearning department 

with around seven employees responsible for the Moodle platform. The responsibilities of this de-

partment are to teach other teachers, both at Headquarters but also at the regional centers, how to 

use Moodle. When the employees of this department travel to the regional centers to do this they 

also bring course content copied to CDs or DVDs and distribute these to regional centers. This is a 

way of coping with the limited bandwidth and reliability of the links to the regional centers. This 

Figure 6 Network at OUT 
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course content can be text files, as well as multimedia files, usually lecture slides with corresponding 

audio file with the professor teaching.   

2.11 Moodle 

Moodle is an open source highly flexible learning management system (LMS) developed since 2002. 

The primary purpose of this platform is to help educators to create on-line courses with focus on 

interaction and collaborative construction of content. This means that Moodle provides not only the 

possibility to put learning material online but also discussion forums. An important aspect since re-

cent findings shows the importance of giving forums equal or more focus than material to promote 

active collaboration in an LMS (35). The name Moodle is an acronym for Modular Object-Oriented 

Dynamic Learning Environment (36). Moodle is a web application written in PHP and the code is exe-

cutable in a web server capable of running PHP together with a database and file storage. 

The application is structured as a core, surrounded by plug-ins to provide specific functionality. Each 

plug-in consists of a folder with PHP scripts and the core communicates with the plugins through 

particular entry points. As a result of this the Moodle database consists of more than 305 tables, the 

whole database is an aggregate of core tables and tables belonging to each plug-in. According to 

Moodle Architecture Documentation (37) this is not a problem in general since “Fortunately, this 

large structure is understandable, because the tables for one particular plugin typically only link to 

each other and a few core tables”. Out of these 250 tables there are around 50 core tables in the 

Moodle database. 

2.12 Moodle Database Structure 

The structure of the Moodle database is based on concept of separating the different plug-ins provid-

ing the specific functionality. The naming of the tables follows this concept as well with names like 

“forum_something” for all the tables regarding the forum module. 

A short explanation of the purpose of each of the different tables is to be found in the table located 

in the Appendix A. After a downgrade from 2.8 to 2.4 it was noted that the tables in the database 

changes when Moodle is upgraded to newer versions. 

There is an Entity Relationship diagram available from Moodle version 2.8 but the size of it makes it 

impossible to view in A4 paper format and it is therefore not included here. It can however be found 

in the Moodle developer forum (38).  
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2.13 MySQL Proxy 

One alternative solution to using the Symmetric DS and multi-master database synchronization pro-

posed by the previous project (2) was to use the MySQL Proxy for read and write splitting instead. 

The MySQL Proxy is an application that communicates over the network using the MySQL cli-

ent/server protocol and provides communication between one or more MySQL servers and one or 

more MySQL clients (39). Common uses of MySQL proxy are query analysis; load balancing, failover 

and R/W splitting. Oracle provides the proxy and 

it ships with a default R/W splitting script (40) 

which can be modified to suit the current needs. 

One possible and proposed for this project, con-

figuration of MySQL-proxy, is to intercept the 

queries between the clients and the server and 

then split the traffic sending all Read requests to 

a slave server and the Write requests to the mas-

ter server. This is illustrated in Figure 2. 

2.14 Raspberry Pi 

The Raspberry Pi is a series of tiny single board computers developed by Raspberry Pi Foundation. 

The primary intention of the creators was to promote the teaching of basic computer science in 

schools. The launch was a quick success with over 2 million units sold during the first two years (41). 

The most impressive property of the Raspberry Pi, apart from the affordability, is the low power con-

sumption, 2-5W depending on the number of connected devices and load. In February 2015 the new 

revised model Raspberry Pi 2 was launched with faster CPU and more RAM. The full specifications 

from (42) of the RPI2 are listed in Table 1. 

 900 MHz quad-core ARM Cortex-A7 CPU 

 1 GB RAM 

 4 USB ports 

 40 GPIO pins 

 Full HDMI port 

 Ethernet port 

 3.5mm audio jack/composite video 

 Camera interface (CSI) 

 Display interface (DSI) 

 Micro SD card slot 

 VideoCore IV 3D graphics core 

 Price: 35$ excluding SD-card and charger 

Table 3 Raspberry Pi 2 Specifications 

Figure 7 Divide read and writes with MySQL Proxy 
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2.15 Odroid 

The Odroid is another series of single board computers with more power, but also twice as expen-

sive, as the Raspberry Pi. The relevant model for our case is the Odroid U3 with the specifications 

from (43) listed in Table 2. 

 1.7 GHz quad-core CPU 

 2 GB RAM 

 Ethernet port 

 3 USB ports 

 Audio codec 

 headphone jack on board 

 GPIO/UART/I2C ports 

 Serial port 

 Price: 69$ 

Table 4 Odroid U3 Specifications 

2.16 Java Database Connectivity 

Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) is an API for the Java programming language belonging to the 

standard edition of the platform defining how a client may access a database. The API provides a 

mechanism to dynamically load Java packages and register them with JDBC Driver Manager. The 

JDBC connections support the creation and execution of SQL statements such as CREATE, INSERT, 

UPDATE and DELETE. The JDBC Driver is a software component which enables Java applications to 

interact with databases (44). This component is used by Symmetric DS software. Bean Shell is a 

scripting language running in the JRE (45) useable when designing custom scripts for Symmetric DS. 

2.17 Symmetric DS 

Symmetric DS is open source software, usable for multi-master database replication. The software is 

written in Java and is designed to withstand network outage, work across low bandwidth connec-

tions and to be scalable for a large number of databases (46). Symmetric DS uses database triggers to 

ensure that the data changes are captured (47). 

Synchronization with Symmetric DS revolves around Sym-

metric DS engines. These engines are also referred to as 

Nodes and each node is typically responsible for a single 

database. The nodes communicate changes in the data-

bases with each other to handle the synchronization. One 

node is typically the root node responsible for registration 

of the other nodes. Nodes can be organized into a node Figure 8 Nodes in Symmetric DS 
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network, with one root node and as many client nodes as required. 

The symmetric DS software consists of a main directory named symmetric-ds-3.X.X. In this directory 

are several sub-folders where the one called engine consists the engine text file used for configuring 

the node. Typical settings to configure are the class name for the JDBC driver, the JDBC URL used to 

connect to the database, the database user name and password and the HTTP URL of the root node 

to contact for registration. 
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3 Design and Implementation 
This chapter describes the design and the implementation of the configuration in detail. The chapter 

is divided into three parts; the first part contains the design of the configuration, the second part con-

tains the configuration of the LEMP-stack and Moodle and lastly the third part contains the prepara-

tion and configuration of Symmetric DS. Specific commands are also documented but presented in the 

Appendix to increase the readability of this chapter. 

3.1 Design 

3.1.1 Basic design 

The overall large scale network design was consisting of two servers. One was to be located at OUT 

headquarters in Dar es Salaam and the other one was to be located in the Regional Center in Muso-

ma. The server located at OUT headquarters will hereby be referred to as root server, while the serv-

er located in the Regional Center in Musoma will be referred to as the local server.   

 

 

 

 

3.1.2 Root server hardware and software 

The hardware chosen to be used for the root server was a single Raspberry Pi 2 (RPI2) and the initial 

software to be deployed upon the RPI2 was the LEMP-stack. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 9 The two servers 

  Figure 10 Root Server 
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3.1.3 Local server hardware and software 

In accordance to optimize performance the hardware of the local server differed slightly from the 

root server. In order to build the local server one Raspberry Pi 1 as well as one Odroid along with a 

switch was to be used. This design choice was motivated by the need to increase the PHP-processing 

power in order to handle multiple users. To achieve this the LEMP-stack was to be divided between 

the two single-board computers where the Nginx and Moodle was to be run on the Raspberry Pi 

while the MySQL database and PHP was to be run on the Odroid. In addition both were to be running 

appropriate versions of Linux. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1.4 Symmetric DS design 

In addition to the LEMP-stack and Moodle the software for multi-master database synchronization 

was needed on both servers. Symmetric DS was chosen for this task and was to be installed on the 

Raspberry Pi 1 and 2. The Symmetric DS software (engines) can be visualized as Nodes operating on 

top of the databases as seen in the following figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Implementation of the LEMP-stack and Moodle 

The first part of the implementation was to set up the prototype consisting of one Raspberry pi run-

ning Raspbian with the LEMP-stack and a Moodle installation on top. This was to be acting as the 

local node which will be used at the Regional Center in Tanzania. 

  Figure 11 Local Server 

  Figure 12 Symmetric DS design 
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The second part of the implementation was to set up the corresponding LEMP-stack on either anoth-

er raspberry pi or on a laptop. This machine was to be acting as the root server which was to be 

placed in Dar es Salaam in Tanzania. 

3.2.1 Installation of Raspbian on the Raspberry Pi 

The Raspberry Pi requires an operating system image on a SD-card to be able to boot up. The operat-

ing system chosen was Raspbian which was downloaded from the official Raspberry Pi Foundation 

website. The card was formatted using GParted partition editor and in order to properly put the 

downloaded image of Raspbian on the card a series steps were taken. A description of each step and 

the commands issued are listed in Appendix B. 

The SD-card was put into the corresponding slot in the Raspberry Pi, an Ethernet cable was connect-

ed between the RPI and a local switch and the power cable of the RPI was plugged in.  

Nmap was downloaded and installed on the laptop (sudo apt-get install nmap) and used to scan the 

network (nmap -sP 192.168.1.0/24) to determine the IP address of the Raspberry Pi. The following 

output revealed the IP address of the RPI 

Nmap scan report for raspberrypi.lan (192.168.1.124) 

Host is up (0.0030s latency). 

In order to reach the CLI of the RPI, Secure shell was used and the command ssh  followed by the 

password of the user ”pi” was entered allowing access to the CLI of the RPI through the network. 

(this could have been available by connecting a screen and keyboard to the RPI but since none were 

available the ssh method was chosen) 

The need to easily figure out the IP address of the RPI in a network was identified since the RPI was 

to be moved around a lot and connected to different networks. Therefore another command useful 

when trying to figure out the IP address of the RPI on a new network is: 

 sudo nmap -sP 192.168.1.0/24 | awk '/^Nmap/{ip=$NF}/B8:27:EB/{print ip}' 

All RPI:s have MAC addresses that start with B8:27:EB and this command filters the addresses on that 

criteria. This is particularly useful when moving the RPI to a new network with lots of hosts.  

The sustainable solution is of course to set the IP address to a static one and disable DHCP, and then 

the address will always be known and easily accessed without having to Nmap scan the network first. 
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3.2.2 Assigning a static IP address to the RPI 

To simplify the configuration a static IP address was assigned to the RPI. This made accessing the RPI 

through SSH easier since the need to scan the network with Nmap was eliminated. The configuration 

was done by running the “ifconfig” command to reveal the current IP address, broadcast address and 

netmask. The “netstat -nr” command was ran to determine the gateway and destination addresses. 

This information was then entered into the interfaces text file in the “iface eth0 inet static” section. 

3.2.3 Scalability of the hardware 

The scalability of this project relies heavily on the configuration of new nodes. The configuring of a 

new RPI needs to be both quick and easy since there are currently around 30 regional centers, and 

new centers pop up every year. Luckily the RPI has its operating system on an SD card enabling ex-

tremely easy duplication. This was tested in order to verify the scalability.  

The size of the image was shrunk to 6GB to enable the use of the cheaper 8GB cards rather than the 

16GB which was used for the first RPI. The smaller image was then copied to the laptop with the fol-

lowing command: 

“dd if=/dev/sdb of=/home/user/Desktop/backup.img bs=1M count=6144” 

Lastly the copy was placed on a new (8GB) SD-card with the same command but the new SD card as 

output. The new SD-card was tested successfully in the RPI2. This process took less than an hour in-

cluding the additional configuration required consisting of updating network interfaces with new IP 

addresses.  

3.2.4 Installation of Nginx and PHP on the RPI 

The Nginx is an open source web and reverse proxy server and it was recommended by EARSTIMIE 

for this project. Since it was recommended on solid grounds it was chosen for the implementation. 

As described in the literature study PHP was also a necessary part of the LEMP-stack. Both Nginx and 

PHP were installed on the RPI with the a series of commands documented in Appendix B. 

Following the installation some configurations were required. The default configuration file of Nginx 

was opened and changed to the following criteria: 

1. Allowing Nginx to listen on port 80 for IPv4 

2. Allowing files named index.php to be served up as the default index page, (by adding 

index.php in the index row) 

3. Allowing the configuration to handle PHP files by uncommenting the following lines: 
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 location ~\.php${ 

 fastcgi_split_path_info ^(.+\.php)(/.+)$; 

 fastcgi_pass unix:/var/run/php5-fpm.sock; 

 fastcgi_index index.php; 

 include fastcgi_params; 

 } 

Furthermore the PHP configuration file was opened (sudo nano /etc/php5/fpm/php.ini) and 

“;cgi.fix_pathinfo=1” was set to 0 to fix a possible security vulnerability. Then the file was saved and 

exited. 

Lastly both php and nginx was reloaded with the (sudo /etc/init.d/php5-fpm reload && sudo 

/etc/init.d/nginx reload) command. 

To verify that php and nginx were configured correctly an index.php file consisting of the single line 

<?php phpinfo(); ?> were created in /usr/share/nginx/www folder viewable when entering the IP 

address of the RPI in the web browser. 

3.2.5 Installing MySQL server on RPI 

MySQL is a widely used open source relational database management system which is a part of the 

LEMP-stack and was recommended by EARSTIMIE for use in this implementation. The MySQL server 

was installed. Furthermore the “php5-mysql” package was also installed to allow connections to be 

made to MySQL through PHP. The commands used during the installations are documented in Ap-

pendix B.  

3.2.6 Installing LEMP – stack on Laptop 

In in order to start testing a Laptop was chosen as the other node while waiting for the other RPI. To 

enable testing the configuration the LEMP-stack was installed on the Laptop as well. The operating 

system Ubuntu 14.10 was already installed when the project started and Nginx, MySQL and PHP 

were installed on the laptop with the same commands as on the RPI. 

3.2.7 Installing Moodle on Laptop and RPI 

The open source learning platform Moodle was installed on the laptop by following the Moodle Pro-

ject official documentation. The Moodle code was pulled from the git repository and moved to the 

Nginx web folder. Permissions were set to make the files read only by everyone except root. A data-

base was created in MySQL as well as a “moodledata” directory. Additional PHP modules, required 
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by Moodle, were also added. Lastly the Moodle GUI install process were followed creating a configu-

ration file containing variables such as database name and passwords and IP addresses to web serv-

er. The specific commands used during the installation of Moodle and additional PHP modules are 

documented in Appendix B. 

3.2.8 Changing maximum upload size in Moodle 

In order to import courses into Moodle the maximum upload file size needed to be increased. In-

creasing the maximum upload file size from the default 2M in Moodle required several changes. First 

the php.ini configuration file was located with “php -i | grep ”Loaded Configuration File”” then the 

file was opened with the Nano text editor.  

In this text file the three parameters post_max_size, max_execution_time and upload_max_filesize 

were increased to 200M and then the file was saved. Lastly PHP and Nginx was restarted with the 

pkill command. Furthermore Nginx needed to be configured. At /etc/nginx/sites-available the default 

configuration file was edited by adding client_max_body_size 200M in the server block. Lastly php5-

fpm as well as Nginx was restarted. Finally the maximum upload file size was changed in the Moodle 

administration pages under the tabs Administration>Security>Site Policies. 

3.2.9 Adjusting current configuration to new IP addresses 

When moving the configuration consisting of RPI and laptop to a new location with a new network 

some adjustments needed to be made. Most important were the IP addresses which needed to be 

changed accordingly. This was done by updating the “wwwroot” variable to the new IP address in the 

Moodle configuration file. The details of how this was done are documented in Appendix B. 

3.2.10 Configure RPI to act as Wi-Fi AP 

In order to enable easy access to the local node a decision was made to transform a USB Wi-Fi don-

gle, connected to the RPI, into a Wi-Fi access point. This reduced the need for Ethernet cables as well 

as enabled direct access from smart-phones. HOSTAPD and UDHCPD were both installed and config-

ured with suitable static IP addresses. A SSID was chosen for the Wi-Fi and IP forwarding was enabled 

in the kernel. Basic NAT rules were created and both HOSTAPD and UDHCPD were registered to start 

on boot. All the details of how this was done, and the commands executed are documented in the 

Appendix B.   

3.2.11 Additional configuration with our specific Wi-Fi dongle 

In this case the following Wi-Fi dongle was used: 

ID 2001:3308 D-Link Corp. DWA-121 802.11n Wireless N 150 Pico Adapter [Realtek RTL8188CUS] 
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This caused a segmentation fault related to the driver causing the need to download and use a spe-

cific HOSTAPD supporting our specific RTL driver API. The download and installation of the specific 

HOSTAPD was done with a series of steps documented in Appendix B. 

3.2.12 Installing PhpMyAdmin on RPI and Laptop 

In order to handle database management easier and faster a web-based management interface 

called PhpMyAdmin was installed. The installation was done with a series of steps documented in the 

Appendix B. 

3.2.13 Accessing the remote MySQL database with PhpMyAdmin 

The database handling was critical for this project and the need to access the web-GUI database 

handler PhpMyAdmin remotely appeared especially when working with Moodle and Symmetric DS. 

Therefore a method of using it on remote databases was sought. This appeared to be both quick and 

easy to configure and was done in order to be able to reach the database on the Odroid from the 

laptop. The configuration was done by editing the PhpMyAdmin configuration file. 

The configuration file consists; among else, of optional features as well as a server array. Our remote 

database was added to the server array with a number of lines documented in Appendix B. The con-

figuration was saved and the option to connect to the remote database appeared at login when lo-

calhost/phpmyadmin was visited from the laptop. 

Furthermore the line bind address was commented away in the MySQL configuration file called 

my.cnf. This was done in order to prevent MySQL from only listening locally. Lastly the following 

MySQL command was entered to give the user privileges to access from any IP. 

GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON *.* TO 'moodleuser'@'%' IDENTIFIED BY 'password' WITH GRANT OP-

TION; 

Furthermore the privileges were flushed to update the changes with “FLUSH PRIVILEGES;” Lastly the 

connection was tested and was working as intended. 

3.2.14 Dividing the build between RPI and Odroid 

In order to increase performance of the server the LEMP-stack was to be divided between the RPI 

and the Odroid. The structure recommended by EARSTIMIE was to let the Odroid take care of data-

base and PHP processing and the RPI was to be the web-server running Nginx and Moodle. The data-

base and PHP was already installed on the Odroid from the EARSTIMIE project leaving for this project 

to start by redirecting the Nginx and Moodle installation on the RPI to the Odroid rather than point-

ing to the local database. Furthermore a new database was set up in MySQL on the Odroid. The 

MySQL instance in the Odroid was told to listen on the external IP interfaces instead of the default 
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127.0.0.1 and privileges for the newly created user and table was set to allow remote access. Moodle 

was reinstalled on the RPI, and in the same time downgraded to 2.4 to match the OUT version to sim-

plify the importing of the courses. When reinstalled the Moodle config.php file was configured to 

point to the IP address of the Odroid, and the split up of the LEMP-stack was finished. 

3.2.15 Accessing the Odroid through the serial port 

One appealing advantage of the Odroid is the possibility to connect to it through a serial port with for 

example Minicom. This allows easy access if the usual SSH does not work for some reason. Setting up 

the connection through Minicom and the serial port was fast and straightforward. The program was 

installed with the “sudo apt-get install minicom” command. Then the program was started by typing 

“sudo minicom” in the terminal. Once in the program CTRL + a o led to options where “serial port 

setup” was chosen. Critical values were 115200 Bits, No Hardware flow control and No Software flow 

control. Once this was done the configuration was saved, and Minicom was ready to be used to work 

in the Odroid. 

3.3 Preparing the implementation of Symmetric DS 
Since the LEMP-stacks were already in place the goal of the second phase of the project was to install 

and configure Symmetric DS to synchronize the two databases properly. The purpose of this was to 

enable read and write access to the local server when the link between the main campus and the 

regional center goes down. 

3.3.1 Installing Symmetric DS on Laptop 

Symmetric DS was primarily installed on a laptop for testing purposes. The following steps were done 

in order to install the Symmetric DS application on the laptop: 

1. The server zip file was downloaded from the Symmetric DS official website 

2. The downloaded file was unzipped 

The default introduction tutorial found at Symmetric DS official web page was followed and success-

fully implemented on the laptop. The result was two databases running locally with two Symmetric 

DS nodes handling the synchronization between them. 

3.3.2 Testing Symmetric DS on the two servers 

The configuration of the underlying software of the servers was done and the two servers were con-

figured as follows. One server consisting of a single RPI2 with LEMP-stack along with Moodle and 

another server consisting of an Odroid U3 for MySQL and PHP and a RPI for web-server (Nginx) and 

Moodle.  
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The next step of the implementation was to test the Symmetric DS. This was to be done in small 

steps, first a separate tutorial setup was to be installed on the RPI and the RPI2. The Node on the 

RPI2 was to be assigned the root role in the installation and the Node at the RPI was to be assigned 

the role of client. The client Node at the RPI was in charge of the database on the Odroid.  

The purpose of this installation was to try the synchronization between the two databases with as 

few sources of error as possible. This meant that the synchronization of the Moodle specific tables in 

the databases had to wait. The installation and setup of the test version of Symmetric DS was done 

with the following steps: 

1. The Symmetric DS software was sent to the RPI:s with the ssh command: 

scp symmetric-server-3.7.9.zip ip_address: 

2. The corp-000 file from samples folder were copied to engines in the RPI2 

3.3.3 Adjustment of configuration 

After several days of struggling with the configuration of the LEMP-stack and Symmetric DS divided 

between the Odroid and RPI a conclusion was reached. The increase in performance would not be 

worth adding days of struggle to the configuration. Setting up the stack with Moodle on top on a 

single RPI takes around 1-2 hours. Furthermore the new generation of RPI:s are out, Raspberry Pi 2 

with increased RAM and CPU power. Weighing in the scalability of the project focusing on building 

the server on a single RPI2 was concluded to be the better solution. OUT has around 30 regional cen-

ters and the possibility of duplication this server to the other centers are highly requested. Keeping in 

mind the option to further increase the processing power by adding the Odroid in the future, a new 

plan consisting of one RPI2 at each node instead were developed.   

3.3.4 Building a new configuration 

In accordance with the new plan two RPI2 were set up and the LEMP-stack was installed on them. 

Furthermore the Moodle version 2.4 was installed as well as PhpMyAdmin. Lastly Symmetric DS was 

installed on both RPI2 and the tutorial was followed to verify the synchronization of the sample da-

tabases. 

3.4 Planning implementation Symmetric DS and Moodle 
In order to start the configuration of Symmetric DS on the Moodle databases on the RPI2s initial 

planning was needed. This was done by following the Symmetric DS user-guide [13] from chapter 3 - 

Planning. 
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3.4.1 Identifying nodes 

The first step was to identify nodes required for the configuration. One node for each database is the 

standard procedure resulting in two nodes in our case, the root node in Dar es Salaam and the client 

node in Musoma. The possibility to extend the network of nodes by adding client nodes in other re-

gional centers were confirmed by the user guide but left for future work due to the time limit of this 

project. 

3.4.2 Organizing nodes 

The organization of the nodes is based on 

what data needs to be synchronized where; 

in our case the organization is simple and 

straightforward as seen in the figure. It con-

sists of one Root node in Dar es Salaam and 

one Client node in Musoma. 

3.4.3 Defining node groups 

The nodes sharing common functionality are grouped together in Symmetric DS with a concept called 

node group. In this case the node groups were defined as “central-office” to which the root node in 

Dar es Salaam belongs and “regional-center” to which the client node in Musoma belongs. If the 

network were to be extended to other regional centers they would be added to the ”regional-center” 

node group since they would synchronize common tables in a similar manner. 

3.4.4 Linking nodes 

Our node groups need Node Group Links establishing a source node group, a target node group and a 

data event action. The data event action defines whether data are to be pushed or pulled. In our case 

there are two node groups giving us 4 possible Node Group Links: 

1. Push from Regional-center to Central-office 

2. Pull from Central-office to Regional-center 

3. Push from Central-office to Regional-center 

4. Pull from Regional-center to Central-office 

Initially we will set up two different Node Group Links. These will be number 3 and 4. The Link with 

number 3 will push data (for example new course material) from The Central-office as soon as teach-

ers/professors upload the new data. The link with number 4 will periodically pull data from the Re-

gional-center (for example questions from students) to the Central-office. 

 Figure 13 Node Organization 
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3.4.5 Choosing data channels 

Symmetric DS allows tables in the databases that are being synchronized to be grouped together into 

channels of data. The control of the synchronization can then be done at channel level. In our case 

the desirable features of this is to enable processing order for the synchronizing as well as isolating 

channels from errors in other channels. Processing order will help when trying to synchronize large 

multimedia files over the slow link and the benefits from isolation from errors in other channels are 

self-explanatory. The main benefit in our case is the ability to group tables together removing the 

need to set rules individually for each of the 250 tables in the Moodle database. Data channels can 

be changed over time if needed. One example where priority may differ between channels is if stu-

dents are working on a time limited assignment at the same time as large files are to be transferred. 

Here the channel containing the assignment module is to be set to a higher priority. 

To divide tables into Data Channels a thorough review of the Moodle database and all its tables were 

made. The structure found is described in the literature study of this thesis and the most obvious 

division is for each module to be its own data channel. This will enable easier testing and trouble-

shooting as well as enabling the possibility to choose which modules to be included in the synchroni-

zation. 

Our initial data channels chosen for the testing are the following: 

Data channel Tables 

Forum All tables that begin with “mdl_forum_” 

Course All tables that begin with “mdl_course_” 

Lesson All tables that begin with “mdl_lesson_” 

User All tables that begin with “mdl_user_” 

Table 1 Data Channels and Tables 

3.4.6 Defining data changes to be captured and routed 

The next step of the implementation was to determine which data changes that are to be captured 

and to define to which nodes the changes are to be routed to. Since we only have two nodes in our 

example the answer to the question “which node to route to?” will always be “the other node”. 

3.4.7 Triggers 

Database triggers are used by Symmetric DS to capture and record changes for synchronization. Each 

defined trigger is associated with a particular table. Depending on the configuration Symmetric DS 
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can create the necessary database triggers automatically. Examples of triggers that will be needed in 

our configuration include: 

1. Triggers for updating, inserting and deleting course material in Central-office so that the data can 

be routed to the Regional-center. 

2. Triggers for updating, inserting and deleting comments in the forum tables in the Regional-center 

so that the data can be routed to the Central-office and vice versa. 

Triggers can also specify columns in tables that are not to be synchronized. 

3.4.8 Routers 

To define where the data changes are to be sent Symmetric DS uses a concept which they call Rout-

er. Routers are defined in a table where source and target Node Groups are defined as well as the 

target table on the destination node and whether to route updates, inserts, and/or deletes. 

In our case the Node Groups will be simple since we only have 2. Furthermore the target table on the 

destination node will almost always be the same table as the one in the source node. An example of 

this is when a teacher posts an answer in a forum, this will be inserted into one of the mdl_forum_* 

tables and should then be synchronized to the same table in the source node. 

Lastly there needs to be a mapping between the Routers and the Triggers which is stored in a sepa-

rate table. 

3.4.9 Data Transformations 

Symmetric DS contains feature for transforming data in addition to synchronizing it. An example of a 

simple transformation is to merge two tables into one. Transformation can be done at a source or a 

target node and custom transformations are available by applying a Bean Shell script at the target 

node. 
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3.4.10 Conflict Detection 

Symmetric DS are configurable to handle conflict detection and resolution at several levels. A set of 

rules can be set at Node Group Link level, Channel level, or for a specific database table. These rules 

are entered to the “sym_conflict” table to create strategies for conflict detection and resolution. The 

detection is configured in two columns of the sym_conflict tables called “detect_type” and “de-

tect_expression” and the following options are available. 

Option name use_* Description 

Pk_data The primary key (pk) is used for conflict detection. 

- If a row with the same pk exists when doing an INSERT a conflict is detect-

ed. 

- If a row with same pk exists when UPDATE or DELETE no conflict is detect-

ed. 

Old_data The old data values are used for conflict detection. 

- If a row with the same value exists when doing an INSERT a conflict is de-

tected. 

- If row exists with same values on target as on source when UPDATE or 

DELETE no conflict is detected. 

Changed_data The primary key and changed data on source are used for conflict detection. 

- If a row exists with the same values on the target as on the source for the 

columns that have changed on the source when UPDATE or DELETE no con-

flict is detected 

- If a row exists when INSERT a conflict is detected 

Timestamp The primary key and timestamp are used for conflict detection 

- If target timestamp is not equal to source timestamp a conflict is detected. 

- If a row exists during INSERT a conflict is detected. 

Version The primary key and version are used for conflict detection. 

- If target version column is not equal to source version column a conflict is 

detected. 

- If a row exists during INSERT a conflict is detected. 

Table 2 Conflict Detection 
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3.4.11 Conflict Resolution 

After a conflict is detected the next step is to resolve it. The conflict resolution in Symmetric DS is 

configured in a table called “resolve_type” and the following options are available: 

Rule name Description 

Fallback Apply changes anyway. 

- If the operation was an INSERT, attempt an UPDATE instead. 

- If operation was UPDATE and no row existed, attempt an INSERT instead. 

- If operation was DELETE and no row existed, ignore the operation. 

Ignore Ignoring the incoming change, either the whole batch or only the row in con-

flict. 

Manual Insert conflicting batch into ”incoming_error” table until manual intervention. 

Newer_wins When conflict is detected by Timestamp or Version the newest wins. 

Table 3 Conflict Resolution 

 In our case the choice of conflict detection and resolution must be carefully considered. Risks involve 

unnecessary tedious management if for example too many tables/channels/group links are put into 

manual resolution. Another unpleasant scenario is if a student asks a question in a forum, the ques-

tion appears on the screen but is later deleted by another entry in the database before any professor 

sees it and can answer to it. 

3.5 Implementation of Symmetric DS 

After the general plan was made for the configuration the actual implementation of Symmetric DS 

was started. This consisted of creating the Nodes, Node Groups, Node Group Links, Channels, Trig-

gers and Routers as well as setting the rules for transformation and conflict detection and resolution. 

3.5.1 Nodes 

The core of each node is the Symmetric DS engine running as a service connected to each database. 

Symmetric DS starts an engine for each node properties file found in the engines directory. Two node 

properties files were created, one for each node in our configuration. A configuration was created for 

each node properties file shown in Table 8. 
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CENTRAL-RootServer.properties Regional-Server-001.properties 

Engine.name=CENTRAL-RootServer 

db.driver=com.mysql.jdbc.Driver 

db.url=jdbc:mysql://localhost/moodle?tinyInt1is

Bit=false 

db.user=moodleuser 

db.password=**** 

registration.url= 

sync.url=http://154.73.64.54:8080/sync/CENTRA

L-RootServer 

group.id=CENTRAL 

external.id=RootServer 

Engine.name=Regional-Server-001 

db.driver=com.mysql.jdbc.Driver 

db.url=jdbc:mysql://localhost/moodle?tinyInt1is

Bit=false 

db.user=moodleuser 

db.password=**** 

registra-

tion.url=http://154.73.64.54:8080/sync/CENTRAL

-RootServer 

sync.url=http://10.20.40.234:8080/sync/Regional

-Server-001   

group.id=Regional 

external.id=Server-001 

Table 4 Symmetric DS Property Files Contents 

The Symmetric DS engine of the CENTRAL-RootServer was then started with the “../bin/sym --port 

8080 --server” command. Since there were no Symmetric DS tables in the Moodle database yet these 

were created automatically on startup. Since it was the root node it had to be defined manually into 

the database, this was done with the following two SQL commands: 

insert into sym_node (node_id, node_group_id, external_id, sync_enabled) values ('00000', 'CEN-

TRAL', 'RootServer', 1) 

insert into sym_node_identity values ('00000') 

Table 5 Defining Root-node 

After restarting the Symmetric DS CENTRAL-RootServer the Regional-Server-001 was started with the 

same command. Furthermore node group were needed to enable registering, this was created with 

the following SQL commands: 

insert into sym_node_group (node_group_id, description) 

values ('CENTRAL', 'central group'); 

insert into sym_node_group (node_group_id, description) 

values('Regional', 'regional group'); 

Table 6 Enable Registration 

 

 

http://154.73.64.54:8080/sync/CENTRAL-RootServer
http://154.73.64.54:8080/sync/CENTRAL-RootServer
http://154.73.64.54:8080/sync/CENTRAL-RootServer
http://154.73.64.54:8080/sync/CENTRAL-RootServer
http://10.20.40.234:8080/sync/Regional-Server-001
http://10.20.40.234:8080/sync/Regional-Server-001
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Next step was to add the node group links which was done with the following commands: 

insert into sym_node_group_link(source_node_group_id, target_node_group_id, da-

ta_event_action) 

values('CENTRAL', 'Regional', 'P'); 

insert into sym_node_group_link(source_node_group_id, target_node_group_id, da-

ta_event_action) 

values('Regional', 'CENTRAL', 'W'); 

Table 7 Adding Node Group Links 

Next step was to start the Regional-Server-001 with the same command and when it was running 

allowing it to register with the root. This was done with the “../bin/symadmin --engine CENTRAL-

RootServer open-registration Regional Server-001” command. 

3.5.2 Creating Channels, Triggers, Routers and Trigger Routers 

After the registration Channels, Triggers and Routers had to be created. Starting with the four Chan-

nels proposed in the previous section the following commands were entered: 

insert into sym_channel (channel_id, processing_order, max_batch_size, max_batch_to_send, ex-

tract_period_millis, batch_algorithm, enabled, description) 

values ('forum', 10, 1000, 10, 0, 'default', 1, 'Forum posts and replies'); 

insert into sym_channel (channel_id, processing_order, max_batch_size, max_batch_to_send, ex-

tract_period_millis, batch_algorithm, enabled, description) 

values ('Course', 10, 1000, 10, 0, 'default', 1, 'Course content and information'); 

insert into sym_channel (channel_id, processing_order, max_batch_size, max_batch_to_send, ex-

tract_period_millis, batch_algorithm, enabled, description) 

values ('Lesson', 10, 1000, 10, 0, 'default', 1, 'Lessons and lesson content'); 

insert into sym_channel (channel_id, processing_order, max_batch_size, max_batch_to_send, ex-

tract_period_millis, batch_algorithm, enabled, description) 

values ('User', 10, 1000, 10, 0, 'default', 1, 'User information'); 

Table 8 Creation of Channels 
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Starting with the Forum Channel the corresponding triggers were created with the following SQL 

commands: 

insert into sym_trigger (trigger_id, source_table_name, channel_id, last_update_time, create_time) 

values ('forum', 'mdl_forum', 'forum', current_timestamp, current_timestamp);  

insert into sym_trigger (trigger_id, source_table_name, channel_id, last_update_time, create_time) 

values ('discussions', 'mdl_forum_discussions', 'forum', current_timestamp, current_timestamp); 

insert into sym_trigger (trigger_id, source_table_name, channel_id, last_update_time, create_time) 

values ('posts', 'mdl_forum_posts', 'forum', current_timestamp, current_timestamp); 

insert into sym_trigger (trigger_id, source_table_name, channel_id, last_update_time, create_time) 

values ('queue', 'mdl_forum_queue', 'forum', current_timestamp, current_timestamp); 

insert into sym_trigger (trigger_id, source_table_name, channel_id, last_update_time, create_time) 

values ('read', 'mdl_forum_read', 'forum', current_timestamp, current_timestamp); 

insert into sym_trigger (trigger_id, source_table_name, channel_id, last_update_time, create_time) 

values ('subscriptions', 'mdl_forum_subscriptions', 'forum', current_timestamp, cur-

rent_timestamp); 

insert into sym_trigger (trigger_id, source_table_name, channel_id, last_update_time, create_time) 

values ('track_prefs', 'mdl_forum_track_prefs', 'forum', current_timestamp, current_timestamp); 

Table 9 Creation of Triggers 

Furthermore Routers and Trigger Routers were needed and one pair was created with the following 

commands: 

insert into sym_router (router_id, source_node_group_id, target_node_group_id, create_time, 

last_update_time) 

values ('center-2-regional', 'CENTRAL', 'REGIONAL', current_timestamp, current_timestamp); 

insert into sym_trigger_router (trigger_id, router_id, initial_load_order, create_time, 

last_update_time) 

values ('forum', 'center-2-regional', 1, current_timestamp, current_timestamp) 

Table 10 Creation of Router and Trigger Router 

These commands finalized the one way (center to regional) synchronization of one of the forum ta-

bles (mdl_forum). Since this was only a tiny part of Moodle’s huge database ideas of how to auto-

mate the process was sought. In theory the creation of a Python script to with a for-loop going 

through the tables in the database and creating the SQL commands seemed suitable. Unfortunately, 

however, the idea had to be discarded due to various synchronization errors indicating the need to 

manually configure each Channel, Trigger, Router and Trigger Router for each table. 
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4 Analysis 

This research has investigated the possibility to combine multi master database replication technolo-

gies together with a LEMP-stack on tiny servers to increase the availability of e-learning services in 

remote areas in Tanzania. This chapter contains an analysis of the problem, the implementation and 

possible solutions at hand. 

4.1 Practical 

The intended practical contribution of this project was two servers one in Musoma and one is Dar-es-

Salaam up and running containing the LEMP-stack, Moodle and at least on on-line course from OUT. 

This was set up as described in the implementation chapter though the synchronization between the 

servers ran into problems with the vast amount of tables in the database, explained in detail in the 

following section. Therefore the servers will soon be outdated if not manually updated and no auto-

matic eventual convergence is achieved at this state. 

4.2 Theoretical 

The theoretical contribution of this project was revolving around the research question “Is multi-

master database replication used and deployed on affordable hardware configurable and viable to 

handle the synchronization of databases under the Moodle e-Learning platform in rural areas with 

under developed broadband connection?” The contribution is in the form of an evaluation of the 

hardware, software, technologies chosen for the project and their viability to operate together. 
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4.2.1 Hardware 

The hardware used throughout the project turned out to be highly suitable for the specific situation. 

Both the Odroid and Raspberry Pi were cheap enough for Universities to invest in and easy to config-

ure and work with. Furthermore the Raspberry Pi was found to have a massive developer community 

with well documented examples from which 

ideas and solutions could be borrowed 

from. Another factor to be taken into con-

sideration was the frequent power outages 

where the low power consumption was 

another advantage for the hardware cho-

sen. The advantage here is that in the event 

of a power outage lower power consump-

tion leads to a longer time running on a 

backup battery/uninterruptible power sup-

ply.  

The low cost in addition to the easy duplication of the operating system build enables great scalabil-

ity when it comes to adding servers to other regional centers. The scalability when it comes to adding 

users to one center relies on the possibility to add additional hardware for PHP-processing which 

turned out to consist of time consuming configuration. Should the demand for processing power 

become the bottleneck of the whole project the option to invest in more powerful servers are always 

available. If the amount of users increases to such levels the university would probably prioritize the 

servers higher in the budget.  

4.2.2 Software 

Starting with the LEMP-stack it turned out to be suitable for the project. Some minor obstacles were 

encountered, for example the configuration of the RPI as an AP and the maximum upload size in 

Nginx, but the detailed documentation created throughout the project should make replication of 

the configuration fast and easy. The LEMP-stack is particularly suitable for this kind of projects where 

keeping the software open source or free of charge is required in order to keep the budget of the 

projects down. Furthermore all the parts of the stack had great communities with tutorials and fo-

rums for questions. Using well documented software is always convenient and in this kind of project 

where the developers might change over time it is critical. Specifically well documented software 

 Figure 14 UPS and low-power hardware 
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decreases hand-over time and makes it easier for new developers to understand and start working 

on the project. 

Using Moodle was required since it is the e-Learning system used at Open University of Tanzania. It 

turned out to be fairly straightforward to set up but the major disadvantages were the huge data-

base with more than 300 tables and the fact that the tables sometimes changes between versions. 

Symmetric DS was somewhat trickier to set up but had lots of options useful when configuring it to a 

specific project. There is a PRO version with a GUI which was not tested during this project but could 

lead to faster configuration. The advantage of the CLI version of the software, apart from being free 

of charge, is that the developer gets a better understanding of how the software works. Main ad-

vantages of Symmetric DS include the many features, for example the ability to group tables into 

channels, and its scalability when it comes to adding nodes. This scalability enables setting up nodes 

at all 30 regional centers. Disadvantages include the time it takes to understand the software and the 

lack of scalability when it comes to extending the amount of tables at a single node.  

4.2.3 Collision detection and resolution with built in features of Symmetric DS 

The built in conflict detection tools in Symmetric DS mainly uses the primary keys to detect collisions. 

This means that Symmetric DS checks if there already is a row in the database, if so there must be a 

collision in cases of INSERTs but not in cases of UPDATEs and DELETEs. In addition some other varia-

bles, for example timestamp, can be used for collision detection. Utilizing the built in options and 

creating the “detect_type” and “detect_expression” tables should theoretically be sufficient for basic 

collision detection in Moodle. 

The built in collision resolution however, is lacking more advanced options. The only available rules 

are Fallback, Ignore, Manual, Newer wins. Looking at the forum example were one post is created at 

each site when the link is down all four of these has drawbacks. Fallback attempts and UPDATE if the 

operation was an INSERT meaning a new post would replace an old one. Ignore would simply not add 

a new post creating permanent inconsistency in the databases. Manual would require way to much 

work for the administrators and Newer Wins would delete old posts. 

4.2.4 Symmetric DS and Operational Transformation 

To handle certain cases of conflict detection and resolution ideas from the concept of operational 

transformation can be used. An example case will be used throughout this section to illustrate the 

point and develop the theory of how this can be done. The example consists of two users at different 

sites that answer to a forum thread question when the link is down. Each post would be inserted at 

the database locally and the question followed by the own post would be shown when the forum is 

visited in accordance with figure 15.  
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This means that temporarily convergence is not reached but is not a problem as long as convergence 

is reached eventually i.e. when the link goes back up. This might be troublesome however, since uti-

lizing the built in resolution features of Symmetric DS the only viable options would be ignore, 

fallback or newer wins. Ignore would result in the answers from the other node would be ignored, 

since the row in the table in the database is already filled with another answer. Another alternative is 

fallback where the INSERT would be transformed to an UPDATE overwriting the other answer as 

shown in Figure 16 where the Central Server propagated its answer first. Who gets first here depends 

on the construction of Node Group Links where a Push link will be faster than the periodical Pull. In 

the last alternative, Newer Wins, one of the servers will overwrite the answer from the other server 

just like figure 16 but depending on the timestamp. 

 

 

In order to solve this issue the first step is to make sure no data is lost. Therefore the row of the IN-

SERT command needs to be incremented by 1 if a collision is detected. This way no answers will be 

overwritten or discarded. There are, however, other problems to take into consideration. If the row 

is incremented by 1 the answers will be propagated to each other when the link goes back up result-

ing in two different cases with different order of the posts, and eventual consistency is still not 

reached, as shown in figure 16.   

 Figure 15 Link down in forum example 

 Figure 16 INSERT becomes UPDATE 
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This example case and many similar cases in other parts of Moodle must be handled in a suitable way 

to reach eventual consistency. Since the nature of the problem is very similar to the problems with 

concurrency control in groupware systems, ideas of how to solve them can be borrowed from opera-

tional transformation. 

The concurrency control logic behind Operation Transformation can be used together with Symmet-

ric DS to handle the synchronization between the databases.  If symmetric DS not only send infor-

mation about what is changed but also send auxiliary information the possibility of letting the receiv-

ing end make decisions based on that information arises. 

There are many similarities between a Symmetric DS “Node” and an Operational Transformation 

“Site”. Furthermore each change in a Symmetric DS batch can be treated as an operation O. Using 

the Ellis algorithm, explained in the background section of this report, a transformation matrix T with 

the size M x M is needed along with a State Vector with N components and a Request Queue and 

Request Log. 

The different constructs needed for Operational Transformation can be created and updated as da-

tabase tables handled by custom transformation Bean Shell scripts. Database tables can be created 

called for example “Incoming_Auxiliary_Information” and “Outgoing_Auxiliary_Information” with 

entries containing state vectors. The Request Queue and Request Log can be created and updated in 

the same way. 

Each site will check the corresponding state vector and Request Queue upon arrival of a request and 

thus detecting violations of the precedence property. A request queue entries can be moved from 

the queue to the log by the Bean Shell script when triggered. Using the Operational Transformation 

theory this way enables the preservation of the precedence as well as the convergence property. 

 Figure 17 Link up in forum example 
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In the forum question and answer example both the Local server and the Central server would go 

through each stage of the OT algorithm when receiving the request in accordance with the figure 18. 

 

 

 

When the Local server receives the INSERT operation from the Central server and the collision is de-

tected it starts by checking the auxiliary information. It will detect that the other site has not execut-

ed any other operations not executed locally and move on to the next step. There it will detect that it 

has already executed an operation locally not executed at the other site yet. Therefore a transfor-

mation is needed. The preferable choice is to go by timestamp and if the Central servers answer were 

first increment the row number of the Local answer and then insert the Central answer. The same 

process will be done at Central server resulting in eventual convergence in accordance with figure 19.  

 

 

 

 Figure 18 revisited Operational Transfor-

mation the Basic Idea 

 Figure 18 Link up with OT 
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4.2.5 Elegant but ineffective solution 

The downside of using Operational Transformation is the additional configuration, planning and 

scripting needed for it to work. When it comes to remote servers at OUT this must be taken into con-

sideration. There is obviously a temptation to promote the technically most impressive way of solv-

ing the problem, in this case asynchronous database replication with Symmetric DS. This is by far the 

most elegant solution theoretically and will give the users the best experience due to the possibility 

to write to the local server. Looking at the problem at hand from a management perspective this 

solution requires not only a vast amount of time to set up but will most likely need lots of attention 

when upgrading the underlying software in the future. One example of this is that OUT plans to up-

grade to Moodle 3 when it is released, will the databases be exactly the same as in Moodle 2.4, 

probably not, and this upgrade will therefore require a reconfiguration of Symmetric DS by someone 

at OUT. 

Taking a look at the current situation at OUT further enhances the suspicion that asynchronous data-

base replication with Symmetric DS is unnecessarily advanced. Currently the problem with the slow 

and unreliable connection is solved with three tower computers hosting six DVD burners each. These 

are used to burn the course material onto discs which are then transported to the regional centers. 

This is a one way communication channel and after asking key persons at eLearning Center floor at 

OUT it became obvious that the key functionality requested was not for the students to be able to 

post questions in the forums but rather to improve the distribution of course material. 

Replication of databases for read-only should be simpler and require less maintenance when upgrad-

ing the underlying software in the future. This can be achieved fast and simple by configuring the 

databases as on master database in Dar es Salaam and multiple slave databases, one in each regional 

center. These slave databases will be reachable for read only access when the link is down thus ena-

bling access to lecture materials and videos and eliminating the need to burn the courses to DVD and 

send them there. As much as the Symmetric DS alternative is appealing in its elegance, a master and 

slave configuration is the only viable alternative for OUT. Symmetric DS is an impressive piece of 

software but should turn out to be more effective in situations with databases with fewer tables and 

especially databases where tables do not change over time. 
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5 Conclusion 

The aim of this thesis was to find an answer to whether or not it is viable to use multi-master data-

base replication with Symmetric DS used in an LEMP-stack to handle the synchronization of databases 

under the Moodle e-Learning platform in rural areas with under developed broadband connection. 

This chapter presents the conclusions of the project and an answer to the research question.  

Starting with the hardware chosen it is clear that the tiny single-board computers like Odroid and 

Raspberry Pi are highly suitable for this type of project. The flexibility, the broad community and the 

low cost are key factors motivating this conclusion. The lack of processing power is not seen as a 

severe problem since it is not a bottle neck in initial “proof of concept” projects, and more boards 

can be added if that should be the case. 

Regarding the software used in the project the LEMP-stack also turned out to be suitable due to its 

quick configuration, light weight, and the fact that it is open source. Moodle was also easy to config-

ure but the complex structure of the database with its 300 different tables made it difficult and time 

consuming to understand and to work with. 

Multi-master database synchronization can be grasped quickly with the tutorials provided by Sym-

metric DS. The solution turned out elegant in theory even after a closer look at how the implementa-

tion could be done but some large problems were encountered.  

Symmetric DS is constructed primarily to be scalable when it comes to the number of nodes rather 

than number of tables in the database of one node. This is advantageous when extending the config-

uration to several regional centers. It is however a huge disadvantages when it comes to synchroniz-

ing databases with a large amount of tables. This could have been solved with a script and sorting 

tables into channels if the rules for synchronization were to be the same for large chunks of the da-

tabase but since Moodle is constructed in a modular way the different table’s needs individual rules 

for collision detection and resolution. Furthermore Symmetric DS has no features to automatically 

handle the adding or removal of tables in the databases. The database tables changes slightly be-

tween different versions of Moodle and OUT plans to upgrade to version 3 in the near future. This 

indicates that the maintenance of the proposed solution would be very time consuming. 

The collision detection in Symmetric DS turned out to be sufficient for the project but the collision 

resolution was insufficient. This could have been solved by including theories and constructs from 

Operational Transformation to handle the more complex cases of conflict resolution. Symmetric DS 

includes features providing the possibility of custom transformation when loading data into the tar-

get database which could be used. This is theoretically possible but was not tested in practice during 
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the project and would make the solution even more technically elegant but also make the configura-

tion and maintenance even more complex and time-consuming. 

Finally the main problem at hand is the content distribution where the current solution is to simple 

burn the lessons to DVD:s and drive to the regional centers for distribution. Building a configuration 

with asynchronous multi-master database synchronization, conflict detection and resolution will 

simply be too time consuming to build and maintain in order to be justified. Another solution using 

the same hardware but with a simpler file sharing software is recommended for this and similar cas-

es. 
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6 Future work 

This chapter contains future work and alternative solutions suggested by the author of this thesis to 

be tested in future projects. 

6.1 Servers up and running 

Since two Raspberry Pi 2 are up and running with static IP addresses there is a great opportunity to 

test other solutions for content distribution. Some solutions encountered during the project are pro-

posed in this chapter. 

6.2 Read-only through limiting Moodle database access 

One possibility to reach the read-only on local server goal is to create a database user for Moodle 

with read only access to the database. According to the discussions in the Moodle forum pages this is 

possible with slight modification of the Moodle code. The general approach would be to prevent 

functions from attempting to write to the database as well as suppressing errors. 

This solution could create a situation where all the content are readable from the local server thus 

eliminating the need to burn content to CD:s for content distribution. The main limitation of this so-

lution would be that the students would not be able to ask any question if the forums, chat, or other 

modules of Moodle. These features are used rarely and therefore this limitation might be acceptable. 

This might not be the most elegant solution from a technical point of view but nevertheless might be 

the most efficient in the case of Open University of Tanzania. 

6.3 MySQL Proxy  

MySQL proxy could be installed on the RPI in order to provide traffic control with the aim to divide 

read and write. This would be simpler than multi-master database synchronization but with the 

downside that users at regional centers would have read-only access when the link is down. This 

configuration would require some knowledge of the LUA language.  

6.4 Implement Symmetric DS and OT on smaller LMS 

Another interesting future work would be to implement in practice the Symmetric DS and Opera-

tional transformation combination theory developed by this report on a LMS with fewer tables. 

6.5 Synchronization with PhpMyAdmin and Rsync 

Another interesting solution to try would be to do the database replication in PhpMyAdmin with the 

central database as master and the regional centers as slave databases. This could be complemented 

with a synchronization of the Moodle data folder with Rsync.  
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8  Appendix A 

This appendix contains a list of all the Moodle database tables. The left column includes the name of 

the database and the right column a short description of its contents. 

8.1 Moodle Database Tables 

Modules are grouped together and a module with several tables with the same prefix are labeled as 

forum_*(7) in the table name column. The number within brackets indicates the number of tables 

within the module. The table column are derived directly from the database in a Moodle 2.4 installa-

tion running the sample course selected for the project from Open University of Tanzania. The de-

scription column are based on the Moodle Developers Documentation, Moodle User Documentation, 

answers from Moodle software developers in the official Moodle forum, by investigating the data-

base as well as monitoring the database when working/making changes in the Moodle page.   

Table Description 

mdl_assign_*(5)  

mdl_assignfeedback_*(2)  

mdl_assignment_*(2) When course creators include assignments in a course 

they are represented as a record in this table 

mdl_assignsubmission_*(2) A record with info about submitted assignments 

mdl_backup_*(5) Backup environment 

mdl_block_*(5) A record for each Moodle block with name and version 

number 

mdl_blog_*(2) Linking blogs with context as well as records for externally 

collected blog entries 

mdl_book_*(2)  

mdl_cache_*(3) A number of tables supporting caching 

mdl_capabilities  

mdl_chat_*(4) Tables for the chat module including tables for messages 

and table keeping track of which user are in which cha-

troom 

mdl_choice_*(3)  

mdl_cohort_*(2)  

mdl_comments The table stores all the comments 

mdl_config_*(3) Around 400 different configuration settings, a configura-

tion change log and plug-in configuration 
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mdl_context_*(2)  

mdl_course_*(16) All the tables regarding courses, course modules and cat-

egories contains entries like course creation date, lan-

guage etc. 

mdl_data_*(4)  

mdl_enrol_*(5) Contains entries for each student enrolled in a course 

mdl_event_*(2) Calendar events 

mdl_events_*(3) Configuration of the calendar events 

mdl_external_*(5) Store configuration settings for external web services 

mdl_feedback_*(9)  

mdl_files_*(2) Contains references to all the files useable in Moodle 

mdl_filter_*(3)  

mdl_folder Contains one entry for every folder created 

mdl_forum_*(7) Entries of each forum, table storing posts, ratings for 

posts, subscription, discussions and comments 

mdl_glossary*(6) Entries for the glossary activity including glossary entry 

category, alias,  comments, formats and ratings 

mdl_grade_*(13) Tables handling the grading process 

mdl_gradingform_*(6) Tables handling the grading process 

mdl_grading_*(3) Tables handling the grading process 

mdl_groupings_*(2) Tables handling the grouping function 

mdl_groups_*(2) Tables handling the grouping function, each record is a 

group in a course or lists memberships of users to groups 

mdl_imscp Entries for IMS content package resources 

mdl_label Contains entries for label resources added to courses (this 

is not a true activity on its own but allows insertion of text 

and graphics among other activities on the course page) 

mdl_lesson_*(8) The lesson activity 

mdl_license Table storing licenses used by the license plugin 

mdl_log_*(3) Tables with logging from visitor interaction, table to con-

figure log display 

mdl_lti_*(4) Configuration of access to remote Learning Tools Interop-

erability resources 

mdl_message_*(6) Tables storing messages and message data and configura-

tion 

mdl_mnetservice_*(2) Mnet configurations 
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mdl_mnet_*(11) Mnet configurations 

mdl_modules Entries for all resources and activity modules 

mdl_my_pages Entries for configuration of students home pages 

mdl_page  

mdl_portfolio_*(6) Entries regarding the portfolio plugin 

mdl_post Table storing blogging posts 

mdl_profiling Table storing performance profiling results 

mdl_qtype_essay_options Additional options for essay questions 

mdl_question_*(25) Tables supporting all the different types of questions 

mdl_quiz_*(11) Tables for the quiz module including questions, answers, 

grades, categories,  attempts and different quiz options 

mdl_rating Table storing the ratings 

mdl_registration_hubs  

mdl_repository_*(3) The repository feature 

mdl_resource_*(2) Resources and their configuration 

mdl_role_*(9) Tables managing the role system 

mdl_scale_*(2) Tables for grading scales and scale loggs 

mdl_scorm_*(11)  

mdl_sessions Loggs of visitor interaction 

mdl_stats_*(6) Statistics for the site 

mdl_survey_*(4) Tables for the survey module, entries for questions, an-

swers and analysis 

mdl_tag_*(3) Tables storing tags and tag configurations 

mdl_temp_*(2)  

mdl_timezone Table storing timezones 

mdl_tool_*(2)  

mdl_upgrade_log Table logging the upgrade process 

mdl_url Table with entries for URL resources 

mdl_user_*(8) Tables listing users, admins, course creators, the relation 

course-student and additional info about users and log-

ging of users 

mdl_webdav_locks  

mdl_wiki_*(7) Tables managing the wiki content 

mdl_workshop*(3) Tables managing the workshop activity 
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mdl_workshopform_*(7)  

mdl_workshop_*(13) Tables managing the workshop activity including tables 

for assessments, comments, marking scheme, individual 

grades and submitted work 
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9  Appendix B 

9.1 Configuration commands 

This appendix includes many of the commands used during the implementation. The left column con-

tains a short description of the command and the right column contains the actual commands in the 

order they were executed.  

9.2 Installation of Raspbian on the Raspberry Pi 

Description Command used 

Currently mounted devices were detected df -h 

The SD-card was unmounted umount /dev/mmcblk0 

The image was written to the card 

(in addition to this command, the partition size 

was also checked in GParted) 

sudo dd bs=4M if=2014-12-24-wheezy-

raspbian.img of=/dev/mmcblk0 

The write cache was flushed sync 

 

9.3 Installation of Nginx and PHP on the Raspberry Pi 

Description Command used 

Ensuring that everything was up to date sudo apt-get update && sudo apt-get upgrade 

Installing Nginx sudo apt-get install nginx 

Launching Nginx sudo /etc/init.d/nginx start 

Installing the packages required for PHP to work 

together with Nginx 

sudo apt-get install php5-fpm 

Opening the configuration files of Nginx with the 

Nano text editor 

sudo nano /etc/nginx/sites-available/default 

 

9.4 Installing MySQL server on the Raspberry Pi 

Description Command used 

Once again ensuring that everything is up to date sudo apt-get update && apt-get upgrade 

Installing MySQL server sudo apt-get install mysql-server –-fix-missing 

Setting MySQL root user password  

Installing php5-mysql package to allow connec-

tions to be made to MySQL through PHP and to 

sudo apt-get install mysql-client php5-mysql 
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connect to our local MySQL server through the 

CLI 

Connecting to local MySQL instance mysql -uroot -hlocalhost -p 

 

9.5 Installing Moodle on the laptop and the Raspberry Pi 

Description Command used 

Installing Git sudo apt-get install git 

Pulling the Moodle code from Git repository git clone --depth=1 -b MOODLE_28_STABLE --

single-branch git://git.moodle.org/moodle.git 

Moving the downloaded Moodle folder and files 

to the Nginx web-servers HTML directory. (The 

web documents directory was named www in-

stead of html on the laptop, it varies between 

different Linux distributions) 

sudo mv moodle /usr/share/nginx/html 

Securing the Moodle files by making root owner 

of them 

sudo chown -R root /path/to/moodle 

Making Moodle files read only by everyone else 

than root. 

sudo chmod -R 0755 /path/to/moodle 

Finding all the regular files and executes the 

chmod command 0644 on them. 

sudo find /path/to/moodle -type f -exec chmod 

0644 {} \; 

Entering MySQL, (and enter password when 

prompted) 

mysql -u root -p 

Creating a database with UTF8 as default encod-

ing. 

CREATE DATABASE moodle DEFAULT CHARACTER 

SET UTF8 COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci; 

Creating a user/password combination with ap-

propriate permissions for the database. 

GRANT SE-

LECT,INSERT,UPDATE,DELETE,CREATE,CREATE 

TEMPORARY TABLES,DROP,INDEX,ALTER ON 

moodle.* TO moodleuser@localhost IDENTIFIED 

BY 'password'; 

Creating the moodledata directory mkdir moodledata 

Setting permissions allowing anyone on the serv-

er to write to the moodledata directory. 

chmod 0777 moodledata 

Installing php5-cli to enable execution of php 

scripts from the command line 

sudo apt-get install php5-cli 

Installing aptitude sudo apt-get install aptitude 

Installing PHP curl and GD module sudo aptitude install php5-curl 

sudo apt-get install php5-gd 
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Installing xmlrpc library sudo apt-get install php5-xmlrpc 

Followed GUI install process in web browser. 

Send config.php file through ssh at one point 

with scp command. This was necessary since the 

Moodle folders was not writable, otherwise the 

GUI install process would have created the con-

fig.php file automatically. 

sudo scp config.php pi@192.168.1.129:~/ 

Site administration>server>http>untick ”use 

slash arguments” 

 

 

9.6 Adjust current configuration to new IP addresses 

Description Command 

Check current adress Ifconfig 

Change to moodle directory 

(html or www) 

cd /usr/share/nginx/html/moodle 

Open Moodle configuration file sudo nano config.php 

Edit $CFG->wwwroot to correct IP adress and 

save file 

 

 

9.7 Configure the Raspberry Pi to act as a Wi-Fi access point 

Description Command 

Install hostapd sudo apt-get install hostapd udhcpd 

Open udhcpd config file sudo nano /etc/udhcpd.conf 

Edit the configuration file into the following start 192.168.42.2 

end 192.168.42.20 

interface wlan0 

remaining yes 

opt dns 8.8.8.8 4.2.2.2 

opt subnet 255.255.255.0 

opt router 192.168.42.1??? 

opt lease 864000 

Start service by entering udhcpd and comment 

away DHCP_ENABLED='no' 

with # 

sudo nano /etc/default/udhcpd 

Give RPI static IP adress for wifi sudo ifconfig wlan0 192.168.42.1 

Set up static IP automatically on boot sudo nano /etc/network/interfaces 
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Enter following configuration auto lo 

iface lo inet loopback 

iface eth0 inet dhcp 

#allow-hotplug wlan0 

auto wlan0 

iface wlan0 inet static 

  address 192.168.42.1 

  netmask 255.255.255.0 

 

#wpa-roam 

/etc/wpa_supplicant/wpa_supplicant.conf 

Configure hostapd sudo nano /etc/hostapd/hostapd.conf 

Enter following: interface=wlan0 

ssid=RPI_AP 

hw_mode=g 

channel=6 

auth_algs=1 

wmm_enabled=0 

Edit hostapd sudo nano /etc/default/hostpad 

Uncomment and complete the line: DAEMON_CONF="/etc/hostapd/hostapd.conf" 

Enable IP forwarding in the kernel sudo sh -c "echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward" 

Enable this automatically on boot sudo nano /etc/sysctl.conf 

uncomment line #net.ipv4.ip_forward=1 

Enable NAT in kernel sudo iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -o eth0 -j 

MASQUERADE 

sudo iptables -A FORWARD -i eth0 -o wlan0 -m 

state --state RELATED,ESTABLISHED -j ACCEPT 

sudo iptables -A FORWARD -i wlan0 -o eth0 -j 

ACCEPT 

Saving NAT rules sudo sh -c "iptables-save > /etc/iptables.ipv4.nat" 

Fetch/Restore iptables automatically sudo nano /etc/network/interfaces 
Enter following at end of file: 

up iptables-restore < /etc/iptables.ipv4.nat 

Starting the services sudo service hostapd start 
sudo service udhcpd start 

Start on boot sudo update-rc.d hostapd enable 

sudo update-rc.d udhcpd enable 
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9.8 Additional configuration for our specific Wi-Fi dongle 

Description Command 

Move to correct folder cd /usr/sbin 

Make backup copy of hostapd sudo cp /usr/sbin/hostapd /usr/sbin/hostapd.bak 

Delete original file for hostapd sudo rm -f hostapd 

Download the replacement hostapd binary for 

one that supports the RTL driver API 

sudo wget  

 

Set ownership sudo chown root:root hostapd 

Set permissions sudo chmod 755 hostapd 

Restart sudo service networking 

sudo service hostapd restart 

sudo service udhcpd restart 

Restart the RPI sudo reboot 

 

9.9 Installing PhpMyAdmin on the Laptop and the Raspberry Pi 

Description Command 

Update local package index sudo apt-get update 

Pull PhpMyAdmin from repositories and install 

on our system 

(if prompted: un-tick apache, yes to common, 

enter passwords) 

sudo apt-get install phpmyadmin 

Create symbolic link for the Nginx web server to 

find and serve the PhpMyAdmin files correctly 

(careful with paths and folder names here...) 

sudo ln -s /usr/share/phpmyadmin 

/usr/share/nginx/html 

Enable mcrypt and restart php sudo php5enmod mcrypt 

sudo service php5-fpm restart 

Create database with corresponding user for 

phpmyadmin 

(only required to handle ”Connection for contro-

luser as defined in your configuration failed” 

error) 

sudo dpkg-reconfigure phpmyadmin 

Enter web interface in browser at lo-

calhost/phpmyadmin 
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9.10 Accessing remote database with PhpMyAdmin 
  $cfg['Servers'][$i]['host'] ='***.***.***.*'; 

    $cfg['Servers'][$i]['port'] =''; 

    $cfg['Servers'][$i]['socket'] =''; 

    $cfg['Servers'][$i]['connect_type'] ='tcp'; 

    $cfg['Servers'][$i]['extension'] ='mysql'; 

    $cfg['Servers'][$i]['compress'] ='FALSE'; 

    $cfg['Servers'][$i]['auth_type'] ='config'; 

    $cfg['Servers'][$i]['user'] ='root'; 

    $cfg['Servers'][$i]['password'] ='*****'; 

    $i++; 
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